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September 15.2010

Dan Nagasakii
President/CEO
CCPGroup International
Tokyoto Tosnirnaku Kita
Otsuka 3-12-22, Japan
Via Email: DNa.gasak.i(~..!~kPOQupint.com

Dear Sir.

Settlement Terms Due To CCPGroup
As A Result of Breach of License Agreement

Ref. #: 8759-42

In the course of negotiating that the existing Copyrights License Agreement be amended to
include the production of a Spanish language of the software of CCP Group medical and
pharmaceutical products, the management of Abbott Laboratories approved that an in-house
production process should commence, It was the expectation of the management that the
necessary negotiations and amendments would have been accomplished before the coding and
manufacture of the Spanish language version will be available for distribution. However. this was
not the case and our management only decided sample the US markets for acceptance. The
Spanish language version (though unauthorized by CCPGroup) was never distributed to Mexico
or other elsewhere. We have requested and produced the Spanish language very in order to
make the products of CCPGroup more available to larger US markets because of our Spanish
population.
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I refer to the response from our CA operations in reaction to the recent report by your
Consulting Auditor. a total of 250.000 copies of the Spanish versions was coded and
manufactured. However, 200,000 copies have been embedded and distributed with devices. The
same unit cost of $12.00 have been used as stated in the existing Copyright LicenseAgreement.
The total revenue due to the Spanish version production is $2,400.000.00. After deliberation by
telephone conference call with the management of CCPGroup, we have proposecl a mutual
settlement of $1.560.000.00. This represents a 65% of the total revenue realized. On the issue
of the infringement cost of $325.720,00. we would urge your management for a re-
consideration.

Pleasebe informed that we have directed our CAoperations stop further coding and manufacture
of the Spanish language version until an appropriate licensing agreement is endorsed.

We appreciate that this issue be resolved as mutually agreed with you. Thank you,

Sincerely,

_~(\~JM~t~
RichardW. Ashley
Exec VP. Corporate Developmen

Cc: Manager. CA Operations
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